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A superbly presented barn conversion with spacious,
flexible family accommodation and good entertaining
space. Originally an agricultural barn, the property
benefits from a large farmhouse style kitchen with
central island and Aga and large dining area with double
doors to the garden. As you enter the property there is a
large vaulted entrance hall leading to a cosy sitting room
with fireplace. The accommodation is very flexible with
two bedrooms on the first floor comprising a fabulous
master suite with fitted cupboards and en suite shower
room, whilst across the landing is a guest suite with well
presented en suite bathroom. On the ground floor are a
further three bedrooms, one of which has a dressing
suite, walk-in cupboard and en suite bathroom. Study
with stairs to games/hobby room, ideal for teenagers or
as office space. The barn is beautifully presented with
light honey coloured beams and a good degree of light
and space and vaulted ceilings in some of the rooms. To
the rear are fine views across the garden and grounds.
An internal viewing is highly recommended.

A shingle driveway leads to an ATTACHED DOUBLE
GARAGE with parking for several vehicles to the front
and also to the side a five bar gate leads to the fields and
paddocks. Double gates lead into the enclosed gravelled
courtyard front garden with patio areas to the front of
the property. Access leads to the rear garden where a
wide patio extends across the back of the house with
steps up to a lawned area. STUDIO with double doors,

power, light, plumbing and drainage suitable for office
space or potential annexe. Beyond the formal garden are
fields and paddocks. In all the GROUNDS EXTEND TO
4.7 ACRES.

The property is located in a private rural position in the
hamlet of Conford, surrounded by open countryside and
National Trust commons. Liphook village, within about
2.5 miles, offers an excellent range of shopping and
recreational facilities. The village also has a station on
the Portsmouth/Waterloo main line. There is an
excellent choice of both state and private schools in the
vicinity including Highfield, Churchers College, Bedales,
Amesbury and Bohunt Secondary School which won the
TES School of the Year in 2014.

SERVICES: All Mains Services. Gas Fired Central Heating.

Well presented barn conversion in idyllic village position

Guide Price £1,500,000 Freehold
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FOR CLARIFICATIONWewish to inform prospective purchasers that we have prepared these sales particulars as a general guide. We have not carried out a detailed survey, nor tested the services, appliances and specific fittings.
Room sizes are approximate and rounded: they are taken between internal wall surfaces and therefore include cupboards/shelves, etc. Accordingly, they should not be relied upon for carpets and furnishings. Formal notice is also given
that all fixtures and fittings, carpeting, curtains/blinds and kitchen equipment, whether fitted or not, are deemed removable by the vendor unless specifically itemised within these particulars.
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